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.RAW is a collaboration between Art & Design students at California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo. It features a variety of
material from all departments including photography, studio art, graphic
design and others with the aim to showcase student artistry.
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IZZE GUNN

A DRIVE UP THE
PACIFIC-NORTHWEST
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A road trip during a pandemic leads to empty highways and eerie small
towns. Staying safe and staying in nature, I was able to appreciate the quiet
beauty of the coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington.

LEL A BRODIE

ZALOPHUS
CALIFORNIANUS
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These images are of baby sea lions that were rescues
and rehabilitated by the non profit CIMWI in Santa
Barbara. Once they are healthy enough, they will be
released back into the wild.

HANNAH MASTERS

VOLUME FIVE: ISSUE ONE

Over this past year, I’ve been
struggling with this feeling of anxiety
and isolation since the initial outbreak
of COVID. I wanted to create a series
that depicted this internal struggle.
These five photographs convey
how quarantine has affected me
and countless others. Like so many
others, I often find myself trapped in
the confinement of my apartment. It
was really cool that I got to capture
something that had to do with what
everyone is struggling right now:
isolation and confinement. My hope
is that my images display this feeling
of remoteness throughout each
composition and that this series can
connect my viewers in this common
struggle. You are not alone.
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ISOLATION

ARIELL A COHEN

FASHION
COMEBACKS
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For this project I wanted to capture the
styles of the 70’s, 90’s, and early 2000’s
that have come back in fashion.

ANDREW L AROCHELLE

VOLUME FIVE: ISSUE ONE

Pareidolia is the tendency for incorrect perception of a stimulus as an
object, pattern or meaning known to the observer. Common examples
are perceived images of animals, faces, or objects in cloud formations,
or lunar pareidolia like the Man in the Moon. In this work I explore
Pareidolia through automatic ink paintings in which a face emerges
from the gestural strokes and I proceed to emphasize the figure.
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PAREIDOLIA

L AURYN SUGAI
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This series explores the connections between the natural
world, spirituality, and the decay that is found in everyday
life. Through abstracted representations of memory, I
reframe our interactions with these concepts and ground
them in the familiarity of our past. Each of these pieces
represents a different memory I have of my grandmother,
whose recent passing left me to grapple with the reality
of loss and my immense feelings of grief. Although it is a
continuous process, depicting aspects of her life through a
study of the landscape she lived and died on has provided
me with a sense of comfort and peace during a time of
uncertainty and pain.
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MEMORY THROUGH
LANDSCAPE

FAE BRUNS
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Dainty features are too powerful for them Long elegant arms that dance with every
stride Embrace the burnt orange and peach pink shades that swarm every inch of
your being Birthing from tender heartbeats Growing through your veins Extending
out to the edges of the universe, the one you created with whispered affirmations No
matter their minds you know who you are Don’t forget the peaches and mangoes
The ivy and moss The doilies and paper letters The daisy coated walls reaching up to
meet extended hands touching golden skies.
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HEART-SHAPED POLKA DOTS

K ATE K ARSON

FINAL SUNSETS
DANIEL A SEBASTIAN

As a senior graduating this spring, I reflect on these last sunsets I get to watch from
one of my favorite places I am going to miss so much.

FASHION
IN THE
ELEMENTS

VOLUME FIVE: ISSUE ONE
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This series of images highlights
the juxtaposition between the
natural environment, and fashion.
I intend to show the dynamic
relationship between nature and
oneself through the contrast of
her clothing and the rugged scene
she appears in.

KYLE HARMINA
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These images were taken during a trip to Ireland over winter break.
They are moments frozen in time, and the two tree images are
reflections made to distort your perspective and question how you
are looking at them
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REFLECTION

JUSTIN AYERS
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This series explores the relationship between
Sydney and her horse, Woodford. Sydney has
always loved horses and growing up in Colorado
allowed her to have one her whole life. However,
once she moved to California for college, she was
missing her animals, but when her friend told
her they were selling their horse, she immediately
jumped on the opportunity. That is how she ended
up with Woodford, the 10-year-old off the track
racehorse from Kentucky who won over thirty
thousand dollars at the Breeders Cup in 2015,
among other titles. Their bond is stronger than
ever and watching them together is fantastic.
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WOODFORD

WILL A WESTNE AT

MORE PINK,
PLEASE
One of my favorite humans to
photograph because she seems to
radiate color and light.

A typography class project focusing on Black History Month.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
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HAN WONG

MONICA JARDINICO

UNTITLED SERIES,
VOL. 2
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POSCA Pens, Brush pens, Paint, Ink, and graphite on A5 paper. I
love messing around with composition/color and experimenting with
different mediums in my sketchbook. But mostly I’m obsessed with the
process, here are a few pieces that were fun to make.

CREATE TO
RELATE.

CRISTINA GOLUBOVICH

VOLUME FOUR: ISSUE TWO

I asked my friend Josephine if she and her daughter, Precious, would model together. I
wanted to capture the moments of beauty and intimacy they share, they each have such 		
a powerful presence, and photographing them both together and separately was important
to me. Additionally, we did the shoot at Jo’s house as I felt it would help to truly encapsulate
their dynamic and self-expression with one another. The series is titled “20 in 2020”
because she’s a 20-year-old mom, activist, leader, student, worker, and yet, still manages
to raise a daughter. To me, she is the epitome of overcoming every hurdle and challenge,
especially in 2020.
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20 IN 2020

MICHAEL APONTE

ENLIGHTENED
The fact that Covid-19 has interrupted all of our lives and learning is news to
no one. But there is a bright side for me. Having to learn to work with what
I have and where I can has made me think outside of the box a lot more. I
dusted off my old projector and created some amazing shadows with it for
some portraits in my Intro to Lighting class. Not having access to a studio has
been difficult but has made me more resourceful.

KRISSY VEL ARDI

VOLUME FOUR: ISSUE TWO

This drawing represents an internal journey ascending from the
trappings of daily life to peace and light. ink on paper.
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ENLIGHTENMENT?

NOAH SHARP

EL AINE DO

‘WINDY DAZE’ BEER LABEL

RED CROSS DONOR APP
RE-DESIGN

Drawing inspiration from the small harbor town of Frankfort, Michigan, Windy Daze
Blonde Ale is an ode to surfing in the Midwest. Windsurfers, surfers, paddleboarders, and
kiters alike flock to the Frankfort Pier at the first sight of whitecaps on the horizon.

AMANDA VASQUEZ

LA SIRENA MARGARITA

VOLUME FIVE: ISSUE ONE
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La Sirena Margarita is inspired by Chicano culture. The mermaid is a significant figure in
the overall design because she is half human and half fish and therefore represents 		
duality—two parts unifying into one being. This aspect of duality is also a key part of the
Chicano experience. Individuals who identify as “Chicano” acknowledge that they are both
Mexican and American, and that their two sides unite to form their individual identities.
Overall, the design is meant to be bold, whimsical, and focuses on ethnic pride.

TEN CRANDALL

SWIMMING
POOL

CL AIRE LORIMOR

IN AND OUT
OF BODY

SELF
PORTRAIT

In my work, I enjoy exploring themes of
sexuality from a woman’s perspective. By
creating complex compositions of figures
intertwining and overlapping, I show the
act of sex in an emotional and passionate
way that makes the viewer question how
they view sexuality in their own life.

I aimed to accurately capture my features
while adding a stylized twist using
Adobe Illustrator capabilities. I found it
intriguing to contrast the organic features
of my face with a block color background
to further communicate the semi-abstract
nature of the image.
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HALEY KERRIGAN
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A pair of pieces inspired by the feeling of
being alone with your thoughts and Laura
Jane Grace’s “The Swimming Pool Song.”

JESS HARDY

CHLOE KERN

MY CURLY HAIR,
MY BROWN EYES

DOWNTOWN
These images are from a photoshoot that I did
in Downtown SLO with Arielle Schube at the
beginning of February. It’s been difficult to get out
and do photoshoots in public while also being
mindful of health regulations so it was super
nice to be able to find some spots downtown that
weren’t super crowded. While walking down all
the little alleys and side streets we were able to
find some really unique locations and have a lot of
fun. This was my first time shooting with Arielle
and we got some great shots.

As an artist who is beginning my journey into
portraiture, I was interested in exploring and
capturing the beauty of textured hair and Black
features, in general. This is a subject matter that is not
as readily viewed or discussed within our department
or within art, for that matter, and I wanted to give
space to this conversation. This is an intimate view of
my younger sister without makeup and without her
hair being “done”.

CAILEIGH POESCHL

SURFS DOWN
K AYL A STUART
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With Covid 19 and lockdowns, I have felt
alone and isolated from not being able to see
friends and family members and not having
in-person classes. I wanted to explore these
feelings and emotions through my work and
document this strange time. I went back to
my High School in the Bay Area and was able
to photograph one of my favorite classrooms
and how empty it is now through the window.
This felt as if I was looking back through old
memories and how everything has changed
from the coronavirus.
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THROUGH THE
WINDOW
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